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By Robert N Munsch

Perfection Learning, Canada, 1992. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. This is a favorite from Bob Munsch s live storytelling sessions. Brigid is on the trail of the
ultimate felt marker. At first, she s satisfied to be drawing wonderful pictures. But soon she must
have the markers that wash off with water. Then she needs the markers that smell. But she s
happiest when she gets the super-indelible-never-comes-off-till-you re-dead markers. She draws
brighter-than-real lemons and roses and then goes too far: Brigid draws on herself. Nothing will
remove the color, so Brigid reaches deep into the box of markers, finds the people-colored marker,
and covers up all the other colors. She looks better than before, too good to be true. And Brigid is
certain that no one will find out her secret. Especially since her father awakes from a nap and looks
in the mirror. He looks a bit too good to be true too.
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ReviewsReviews

It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Sporer-- Clint Sporer

This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susana Windler DDS-- Miss Susana Windler DDS
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